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ON THE SCHOOL AFFILIATION OF ASVAGHO∑A:
“SAUTRANTIKA” OR “YOGACARA”? *
NOBUYOSHI YAMABE

Introduction
Traditionally it was understood that Sarvastivada, Sautrantika, and
Yogacara were three distinct traditions, but this framework has been seriously questioned in recent years.
Owing to the efforts of Paul Demiéville, Nishi Giyu (Abidatsuma,
“Buha”), and other scholars, it is becoming clear that there were traditions of meditators called yogacaras within the Sarvastivada community
before the establishment of the philosophical Yogacara school. Further,
Lambert Schmithausen has compared the magnum opus of the Yogacara
school, the Yogacarabhumi, with the Sarvastivada/Mulasarvastivada recensions of the Buddhist canon and has found that the Yogacarabhumi was
specifically based on the Mulasarvastivada canon (“Beiträge,” “Zu dem
Rezensionen”). Concerning the exact relationship between the appellations
*
This paper was originally prepared to satisfy a pre-dissertation requirement at Yale
University and was submitted to the graduate school in 1991 (unpublished). In the first half
of the original version, entitled, “On the School Affiliation of AsvaghoÒa: A Comparative
Study of the Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi,” I discussed relevant meditative elements, while I concentrated on doctrinal elements in the second. Later, I organized a study
group of the Saundarananda at the Institute of Buddhist Studies, Kyushu Ryukoku Junior
College, with Fujitani Takayuki and Harada Yasunori, and, based on our discussion, we
published a revised and enlarged Japanese version of the first half of the aforementioned
paper in 2002. The present paper is a concise version originally meant for the IABS conference at Bangkok in 2002, where I selectively discussed both meditative and doctrinal
elements. I thank Professors Stanley Weinstein, Lambert Schmithausen, Jens-Uwe Hartmann, Lance Cousins, Robert Kritzer, Aramaki Noritoshi, Honjo Yoshifumi, Iwata Takashi,
Miyashita Seiki, Muroji Yoshihito, and Harada Waso for their helpful comments on earlier
versions of this paper. My particular thanks are due to Robert Kritzer for his organization
of the panel at the IABS conference and for kindly editing my English. Professor Hokazono Koichi has referred me to some of the relevant studies. I further thank my former collaborators Fujitani Takayuki and Harada Yasunori for their input during the period in which
we read the relevant texts together.
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“Sarvastivada” and “Mulasarvastivada,” Enomoto Fumio has recently
suggested that the word “Mulasarvastivada” represents the Sarvastivadin
claim that Sarvastivada was the root (mula) of the other sects; thus,
according to him, “Mulasarvastivada” does not refer to a subsect of the
Sarvastivada tradition (“Konpon Setsu Issai Ubu,” “Mulasarvastivadin”).
Taken together, these points seem to suggest that the Yogacara school
did not exist as a distinct school separate from Sarvastivada. Rather, it
appears that meditators practicing within the Sarvastivada community
gradually systematized their views and eventually formed their own philosophical tradition.
Similarly, as early as 1953, Sakurabe Hajime doubted whether Sautrantika was an independent school with its own canon.1 Rather, according to
him, Sautrantika seems to have been a philosophical tradition that existed
within the Sarvastivada community.2 Further, several Japanese scholars,
such as Mukai Akira, Matsuda Kazunobu, Hakamaya Noriaki, Miyashita
Seiki (“Kusharon,” “Genkanhenchitai”), and myself (“Purvacarya,”
“Yugashijiron”) have noted that many of the theories attributed to “Sautrantika” or “Purvacarya” in the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya can be traced
back to the Yogacarabhumi.3
A major breakthrough in Sautrantika studies was brought about when
Kato Junsho published his comprehensive study of Sautrantika in 1989
(Kyoryobu). In this important work, Kato demonstrates that a verifiable
reference to the word “Sautrantika” cannot be attested in any extant text
older than the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya (hereafter, Kosa). He further compared the Sautrantika positions mentioned in the Kosa with the DarÒ†antika
positions found in the *AbhidharmamahavibhaÒa (hereafter, VibhaÒa) and
the *Tattvasiddhi, and Srilata’s views recorded in the *Nyayanusara. Kato
observes that, although Vasubandhu’s “Sautrantika” positions are in many
cases closely related to the earlier DarÒ†antika positions, Vasubandhu does
not always agree with the DarÒ†antika views.
After these significant findings of Kato, the close relationship between
the Kosa and the Yogacarabhumi came to be seen as even more important
than before. Recently, Robert Kritzer (“Saµskarapratyayaµ vijñanam,”
1
2
3

See also Lamotte (Histoire 582).
See also Schmithausen (“Zu den Rezensionen” 97), Kato (Kyoryobu, 86-93).
See also Yamabe (“Bija” 929; 931).
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“Rebirth and Causation,” “Vasubandhu”) and Harada Waso (“Dignaga,”
“Kyoryobu”) have been working very actively on this issue. In addition
to the fact that Vasubandhu sometimes rejects the DarÒ†antika theories
recorded in the earlier texts (such as the denial of the existence of a real
sukha and of caittas), Harada notes that some of the Sautrantika positions of Vasubandhu (especially the bija theory) cannot be traced back
to the DarÒ†antika tradition but are found in the Yogacarabhumi. Thus,
Harada speculates that when Vasubandhu discusses “Sautrantika,” his
real source is actually the Yogacarabhumi. Kritzer, based on his own
observations, also suspects that Vasubandhu was already Yogacara when
he composed the Kosa. This hypothesis will be discussed in detail by
Kritzer himself in a separate paper in this issue.
Other noteworthy attempts are found in a series of papers of Honjo
Yoshifumi (“Memyo no gakuha,” “Memyo saku,” “Memyo shi”). In these
papers, Honjo points out that there are many Sautrantika-like elements in
the two major kavyas of AsvaghoÒa, namely the Buddhacarita and the
Saundarananda, and argues that AsvaghoÒa was close to the Sautrantika
tradition.4 Since the school-affiliation of this celebrated Buddhist poet
has long been an unsolved problem among Buddhist scholars,5 Honjo’s
study is an important contribution, not only in the context of Sautrantika
studies, but also as a study of AsvaghoÒa himself.
Honjo’s arguments are based on his extensive knowledge of abhidharma
literature and are very solid. From my own point of view, however, there
still seem to be significant points concerning AsvaghoÒa that are not adequately covered by Honjo. First, the methods of meditation practice
described in the latter portion of the Saundarananda are closely related
to those in the Sravakabhumi section of the Yogacarabhumi. Second, as
we might expect from the foregoing discussion, most of the Sautrantikalike elements found in AsvaghoÒa’s works are also found in the Yogacarabhumi. Thus, AsvaghoÒa’s works, especially the Saundarananda,
seem to hold an important key for clarifying one aspect of the intricate
relationship among Sarvastivada, Sautrantika, and Yogacara.
From this point of view, in this paper I would like to discuss AsvaghoÒa’s works with regard to their practical and doctrinal aspects. For
4

See also Honjo, “Sautrantika,” for his view of this tradition.
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the reasons stated above, my main focus will be on the Saundarananda.
Since I cannot cover all the relevant points in a single paper, I confine
my discussion here to a few representative points.
1. Systems of Meditation
The latter half of the Saundarananda consists of the Buddha’s exposition of the way of practice (Cantos 12-16), a description of Nanda’s
actual process of practice (Canto 17), and the approval of his achievement
by the Buddha (Canto 18). Many elements of these portions have close
parallels in the Sravakabhumi, as shown in tables 1-6 in the appendix.6
We should note here that not only at the level of general structure but
also at the level of wording, the Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi
are closely related. I give a few examples of their correspondences, together
with their possible Nikaya sources below. The first correspondence is from
the section on sila (in Table 1, item 2).7
Evaµ pabbajito samano patimokkha-saµvara-saµvuto viharati acara-gocarasampanno a∞umattesu vajjesu bhaya-dassavi… (Samaññaphala-sutta 63.1315)
The one who has thus become a recluse stays restrained in the restraints of
precepts, maintains a good realm of conduct, and sees fear in minor faults…
etavac chilam ity uktam acaro ’yaµ samasataÌ /
asya nasena naiva syat pravrajya na g®hasthata //
tasmac caritrasaµpanno brahmacaryam idaµ cara /
a∞umatreÒv avadyeÒu bhayadarsi d®∂havrataÌ // (Saundarananda 13.19-20)
5
I have summarized some of the representative arguments about AsvaghoÒa’s school
affiliation in Yamabe, Fujitani, Harada (5-10). In addition to the works mentioned there,
Dieter Schlingloff’s paper, which points out that the pictorial representation of Nanda legend
in Ajanta Cave 16 is based on the Saundarananda, is noteworthy, although it is not directly
relevant to doctrinal issues. J.W. de Jong’s review of Biswanath Bhattacharya’s AsvaghoÒa
is also helpful.
6
I refer to the Saundarananda and the Buddhacarita by canto and verse numbers.
Other Sanskrit and Pali texts I refer to by page and line numbers. In order to save space,
I have omitted some of the relatively unimportant details. Therefore, these tables are not
complete; for more comprehensive tables, I refer the reader to the Japanese paper that I
published with Fujitani and Harada.
7
In this paper, in principle I quote the original texts in the notes. Here, however, in order
to facilitate the comparison of the original passages, I quote them in the main text.
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This much is called morality, and in sum, this is good conduct. If this is lost,
there would be no life as a recluse or as a householder.
Therefore, one who maintains good conduct should follow this pure practice.
One who firmly adheres to one’s vow sees fear in minor faults.
acaragocarasampannaÌ, a∞umatreÒv avadyeÒu bhayadarsi (Sravakabhumi,
ed. Shomonji Kenkyukai 16.18-19)
One who maintains a good realm of conduct sees fear in minor faults.

The next correspondence is from the section on “knowing the right
amount when eating,” bhojane matrajñaÌ (Table 1, item 4).
pa†isankha yoniso aharam aharissama, n’eva davaya na madaya na ma∞∂anaya na vibhusanaya, yavad eva imassa kayassa †hitiya yapanaya, vihiµsuparatiya brahmacariyanuggahaya (Mahassapura-sutta 273.23-26)
I shall take food circumspectly and properly. It is not for play, sensual pleasure, adornment, or beauty. It is just for the sustenance and support of this
body, for the cessation of harm, and for the promotion of pure practice.
evam abhyavahartavyaµ bhojanaµ pratisaµkhyaya /
na bhuÒarthaµ na vapuÒe na madaya na d®ptaye //
dhara∞arthaµ sarirasya bhojanaµ hi vidhiyate /
….
yogacaras tathaharaµ sariraya prayacchati /
kevalaµ kÒudvighatarthaµ na rage∞a na bhaktaye // (Saundarananda, 14.14-19)
Thus, food should be taken circumspectly. It is not for the sake of beauty,
a nice-looking body, sensual pleasure, or arrogance, since food is provided
for the maintenance of the body.
….
A yogacara gives food to the body in this way. It is merely for the sake of
removing hunger and not for the sake of lust or reverence.
sa tatha saµv®tendriyaÌ pratisaµkhyayaharam aharati, na darparthaµ na
madarthaµ na ma∞∂anarthaµ na vibhuÒa∞arthaµ, yavad evasya kayasya
sthitaye *yapanayai jighatsoparataye, brahmacaryanugrahaya*8 iti / (Sravakabhumi, ed. Shomonji Kenkyukai 18.8-11)
The [practitioner], having thus guarded the senses, takes food circumspectly.
It is not for the sake of arrogance, sensual pleasure, adornment, or beauty.
It is just for the sustenance and support of this body, for the cessation of
hunger, and for the promotion of pure practice.
8
The part between asterisks is lost due to a damage of the manuscript and is reconstructed by the editors based on parallel passages. Saµdhi is not observed between the last
-haya and the following iti, but I follow the text here.
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Again, due to limited space I cannot give too many examples, but even
these few examples suggest that the Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi are significantly related.9
Of course, as I myself have shown, we should keep in mind that these
two texts seem to have had common sources in the Agamic literature.
Nevertheless, I think it is significant that almost all the items of the
Saundarananda also appear in the Sravakabhumi in a similar order. Thus,
I think that the similarities are too extensive for us to assume that these
two texts separately relied on common sources.
Rather, I suspect that there were efforts to systematize the various meditative methods found in Agamic sources into a comprehensive system.
The Yogacarabhumi seems to represent a fairly developed stage of such
systematization, while the Saundarananda appears to show a relatively
early one. The meditation system recorded in the Saundarananda may well
preserve an early form of the manuals of the yogacara meditators that
eventually culminated in the voluminous Yogacarabhumi.10
On the other hand, although the correspondences are not as extensive
as those between the Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi, we should
note that there are some partial agreements between the *Tattvasiddhi
and the Saundarananda as well (Tables 1 and 2). Since the *Tattvasiddhi is considered to be a DarÒ†antika work (Mizuno), this may suggest that
these meditative methods were to some extent also shared by the DarÒ†antika tradition.11
9
In the aforementioned paper (Yamabe, Fujitani, Harada), I have given the examples
of correspondences more systematically and comprehensively. Therefore, interested readers
are referred to that article.
10
Honjo (“Memyo shi” 390) regards the Saundarananda as a Yogacarabhumi of the
Sautrantika tradition.
In this connection, we should perhaps also recall that the word yogacara appears twice
in the Saundarananda (14.19, 15.68), as has been already noted by Shastri (xi-xii). It is
of course widely recognized that the word yogacara is a common noun that appears in a
wide range of Buddhist literature. Therefore, the mere occurrence of the word itself does
not mean much for determining the school affiliation of a text. Nevertheless, taken together
with the structural similarities between the Saundarananda and the Yogacarabhumi, this
word could appear once again as a symbolic word.
11
Saundarananda 14.14-15cd are quoted as “verses composed by AsvaghoÒa” in the
*Tattvasiddhi (T. 1646: 372a15-16). See Johnston xxxii, Fukuhara Ryogon (51-52). Therefore, it is imaginable that the standpoints of the *Tattvasiddhi and AsvaghoÒa are rather
close, though we should note that there are also significant differences between them. See
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2. Doctrinal Elements
We now turn to the doctrinal side. In his study of AsvaghoÒa, Honjo
raises several points that appear to link AsvaghoÒa to the Sautrantika tradition (“Memyo shi”). However, since a comprehensive discussion of all
these points would make this paper too long, let us here discuss just a couple of the most significant ones.
(1) The interpretation of anusaya (Honjo, “Memyo shi” 394-95)
At the beginning of the Anusayanirdesa of the Kosa, there is a famous
controversy over the interpretation of the compound kamaraganusaya.
This controversy is related to the extensive argument among various Buddhist schools over whether or not anusaya is identical to paryavasthana.12
According to the available sources, Mahasanghika, Mahisasaka, and
Vibhajyavada claim that anusaya is the latent form of paryavasthana.13
In contrast to these traditions, Sarvastivada does not accept the existence of such a latent form of klesa. Thus, in the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya,
orthodox Sarvastivada interprets the term kamaraganusaya as an appositional compound (karmadharaya) and says that kamaraga is identical to
anusaya.14
Vasubandhu, however, does not accept this interpretation and supports
the Sautrantika view, which considers the compound kamaraga-anusaya
to be a dependent compound (tatpuruÒa), meaning “the anusaya (or evil
potential) of kamaraga”:
However, it is good [to understand the compound kamaraganusaya] as the
Sautrantikas do. But how do the Sautrantikas [understand this]? [They understand] that kamaraganusaya means the anusaya of kamaraga. And the
anusaya is neither associated with nor dissociated from [the mind], because
it [i.e., anusaya] is not a distinct entity. [The reason why anusaya is not a
distinct entity is merely that] the dormant klesa is called anusaya, and the
awakened one, paryavasthana. Then what is the dormancy (prasupti) of that
Louis de la Vallée Poussin (“Notes” 264). For quotations from the Saundarananda in
other Buddhist texts, see Jens-Uwe Hartmann (70-73).
12
See Jaini (“The Sautrantika” 239-44).
13
See Kato (“Zuimen” 10-20), and Fukuda (“Jojitsuron” 152). A reference to the
Vibhajyavadins in the VibhaÒa will be discussed later in this paper.
14
kamaraga evanusaya iti VaibhaÒikaÌ (278.6)
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[klesa]? The continuum of the latent [klesa] in the state of seed (bijabhava).
What is the awakening (prabodha)? [The klesa] in the manifest state. What
is this state of seed? The capacity (sakti) of personal existence (atmabhava)
that has arisen from [past] klesas and that generates [future] klesas, like the
capacity that derives from [the past] perception and that generates [the future]
memory, or like the capacity of sprouts and so forth that derive from [past]
fruits of rice and that generate [future] fruits of rice. (278.18-24)15

According to this position, paryavasthana is the manifest klesa, while
anusaya is the dormant klesa, which, as a seed, generates future klesa.
As Honjo points out (“Memyo shi” 395), this theory is also quoted in
the Abhidharmadipa (as a DarÒ†antika theory)16 and in the
*
N
y
a
y
a
n
u
s
a
r
a
(as a theory of the *Sutrakara [Ching-chu
]).17
Honjo attempts to connect this theory to the following verses of the
Saundarananda.
Their potential (anusaya, i.e., the potential of the kamas) remains, like a fire
covered up with ashes. O friend, you should quench that [anusaya] with
practice, like fire with water. (15.5)
For those [kamas] arise again from that [anusaya], like sprouts from a seed
(bija). [But] those [kamas] would not exist when that [anusaya] is destroyed,
as sprouts [do not exist] when the seed is destroyed. (15.6)18

These verses regard anusaya as the latent form of kama and equate
the anusaya with a seed from which the kamas arise again in the future.
Though “seed” (bija) in the Saundarananda seems to be a figurative
expression and not a well-established technical term, the similarity of

15
evaµ tu sadhu yatha Sautrantikanam / kathaµ ca Sautrantikanam / kamaragasyanusayaÌ kamaraganusaya iti / na canusayaÌ saµprayukto na viprayuktas tasyadravyantaratvat /
prasupto hi kleso ’nusaya ucyate / prabuddhaÌ paryavasthanam / ka ca tasya prasuptiÌ /
asaµmukhibhutasya bijabhavanubandhaÌ / kaÌ prabodhaÌ / saµmukhibhavaÌ / ko ’yaµ
bijabhavo nama / atmabhavasya klesaja klesotpadanasaktiÌ / yathanubhavajñanaja sm®tyutpadanasaktir yatha cankuradinaµ saliphalaja saliphalotpadanasaktir iti /
16
222.3-223.1.
17
T. 1562: 596c24-597a2.
18
tiÒ†haty anusayas teÒaµ channo ’gnir iva bhasmana /
sa te bhavanaya saumya prasamyo ’gnir ivambuna // (15.5)
te hi tasmat pravartante bhuyo bijad ivankuraÌ /
tasya nasena te na syur bijanasad ivankuraÌ // (15.6)
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the wording between the Saundarananda and the Kosa seems evident
to me.
However, as has been pointed out by Harada (“Dignaga” 108, “Kyoryobu” 153), the same theory also appears in the Yogacarabhumi (Savitarkasavicaradibhumi in the Viniscayasaµgraha∞i) in the following way:
There the active (kun tu ’byun ba,
, *samudacarita) and manifest (mnon
du gyur pa,
, *saµmukhibhuta) klesa (ñon mons pa,
) is called
paryavasthana (kun nas dkris pa, ). Its seed (sa bon,
, *bija), which
has not been abandoned (ma spans,
, *aprahi∞a) or destroyed (yan dag
par ma bcom pa,
, *asamudghatita), is called anusaya (bag la ñal,
) and dauÒ†hulya (gnas nan len,
). Because it is [in the] dormant
[state] (ma sad pa,
, *aprabuddha[-avastha]), it is anusaya, and because
it is in the awakened state (sad pa’i gnas skabs,
, *prabuddhavastha),
it is paryavasthana. (Pek. 5539: Zi 118b1-3; T. 1579:623a22-24)19

Needless to say, this system is exactly the same as the Sautrantika
theory in the Kosa quoted above. Considering the aforementioned studies
that point out the close relationship between the Kosa and the Yogacarabhumi, I think it is quite likely that Vasubandhu directly based his description of this Sautrantika theory on this passage from the Yogacarabhumi.
At this juncture, we should note that this theory, identified as a “DarÒ†antika” position in the Abhidharmadipa, cannot be confirmed in the
earlier DarÒ†antika sources (i.e., the DarÒ†antika theories recorded in the
VibhaÒa and the *Tattvasiddhi). In the VibhaÒa, a similar theory is not
attributed to the DarÒ†antikas but to the Vibhajyavadins:
The Vibhajyavadins also say that anusaya is the seed of paryavasthana.
The essence of anusaya is not associated with mind, [while] the essence of
paryavasthana is associated with mind. Paryavasthana arises from anusaya.
Because paryavasthana manifests itself, arhats retrogress. [If] the anusaya
is already severed, paryavasthana does not arise; how can he retrogress?
Therefore, they say that [arhats] do not retrogress. (T. 1545: 313a1-4)20
19
de la ñon mons pa kun tu ’byun ba mnon du gyur ba ni kun nas dkris pa zes bya’o //
de ñid kyi sa bon ma spans sin yan dag par ma bcom pa ni bag la ñal zes bya ste / gnas
nan len kyan de yin no // ma sad pa’i phyir ni bag la ñal yin la sad pa’i gnas skabs kyi
phyir ni kun nas dkris pa yin no //
Harada presents a Sanskrit reconstruction of this passage in his “Kyoryobu” (153).
20

.
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Here, one might note that the words “DarÒ†antikas” and “Vibhajyavadins” appear together in compounds on three other occasions in the
VibhaÒa. So these traditions apparently shared a few same tenets,21 but we
should not overemphasize this point.22 (We should note that the common
tenets do not include the anusaya or bija theory.) Fukuda (156-58) claims
that the denial of the retrogression of arhats in the *Tattvasiddhi presupposes the theory of latent anusaya, although anusaya is not expressly
equated with bija.23
Perhaps DarÒ†antikas were not completely ignorant of the theory of
latent anusaya, but this point is not at all certain at this stage.
(2) The Denial of the existence of a real sukha (Honjo, “Memyo shi” 392-94)
The Margapudgalanirdesa of the Kosa refers to a theory held by “some
people” who negate the existence of real pleasant sensation (sukhavedana), as follows:
Some people say that there is no pleasant sensation at all and that all [sensation] is painful. How should this be understood? From scripture and from
reason…. How [does one understand it] from reason? It is because [what is
normally regarded as] the cause of pleasure is [actually] not fixed; for, if
some drink, food, coolness, or warmth, and so forth, which are regarded as
the causes of pleasure, are applied in excess or at an inappropriate time, the
same things turn out to be the causes of pain. And it is not reasonable that
pain arises because the causes of pleasure increase, or because the moderate [amount of the causes of pleasure are applied] at another [inappropriate]
time. Therefore, they [i.e., what appeared to be the causes of pleasure] were,
from the very beginning, the causes of pain and not of pleasure. But when
that pain becomes great, it eventually becomes manifest [that they were
21

T. 1545: 393a11, 772c21-22, 774a14-15.
Yin Shun notes that, though Vibhajyavada and DarÒ†antika were two distinct
traditions, they shared certain common tendencies (Shuo i-ch’ieh yu-pu 410, 419-28).
Concerning Vibhajyavada, see also André Bareau 167-80; Louis de la Vallée Poussin,
L’Abhidharmakosa lv-lviii; and Kimura Taiken.
23
I find Fukuda’s argument on this point reasonably plausible, but there are certain
things that still need to be considered. First, in one of the passages Fukuda quotes from the
*Tattvasiddhi in this connection (T 1646: 334a5-6), what is compared to a burnt seed is
karma and not klesa. Therefore, this passage is not directly relevant to anusaya. Second,
this sort of seed-image is not uncommon in Buddhist literature, and, though I cannot find
the image of a “burnt seed” in the Orthodox Sarvastivada theories in the VibhaÒa, the image
of a “rotten seed” is found in T. 1545: 98c1-2.
22
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the causes of pain]. Change in the positions of the body should be understood in the same way. [The second reason is that we] feel pleasure from
the remedy for pain or from the modification of pain; for, as long as one
has not been [previously] afflicted by another type of pain caused by hunger,
thirst, cold, heat, fatigue, or lust (kamaraga), nothing is felt to be pleasant.
Therefore, ignorant people feel pleasure merely from the remedy [for pain]
and not from [the real] pleasure. Also, foolish people feel pleasure from the
modification of pain, such as moving the load from one shoulder to the
other. Therefore, there is no pleasure. (330.10-22)24

This theory is attributed to “Srilata and so forth” (SrilatadayaÌ) by
commentators (Yasomitra25 and Pur∞avardhana26) and is refuted by Vasubandhu. Honjo points out several verses of the Buddhacarita and the
Saundarananda that convey similar ideas. Indeed, all the major points of
the above discussion are found in these kavyas, as is shown below.
[1] There is no pleasant sensation:
For [a man] who is dragging around an afflicted and unstable body,
there is no pleasure whatsoever from the standpoint of the highest truth.
One considers [something] to be pleasant when a remedy for pain is
applied, or when there is [only] a small pain. (Saundarananda 9.40)27
[2] The cause of pleasure is indefinite:
And because the objects of desire are not fixed [as the cause of pleasure],
I do not think such objects enjoyable, for the very things that bring about
pleasure also bring about pain. (Buddhacarita 11.41)28
24
nasty eva sukha vedanety ekiya duÌkhaiva tu sarva / katham idaµ gamyate / sutrad
yuktitas ca /… / kathaµ yuktitaÌ / sukhahetvavyavasthanat / ya eva hi kecit panabhojanasitoÒ∞adaya iÒyante sukhahetavas ta evatyupayukta akalopayuktas ca punar duÌkhahetavaÌ
saµpadyante / na ca yukta sukhahetuv®ddhya samena va ’nyasmin kale duÌkhotpattir ity
adita eva te duÌkhahetavo na sukhasya / ante tu tadduÌkhaµ v®ddhim apannaµ vyaktim
apadyata iti / evam iryapathavikalpe ’pi vaktavyam / duÌkhapratikare ca sukhabuddher
duÌkhavikalpe ca / na hi tavat sukham iti vedyate kiñcid yavan na duÌkhantare∞opadruto
bhavati kÒutpipasasitoÒ∞asramakamaragaprabhave∞a / tasmat pratikara evaviduÒaµ sukhabuddhir na sukhe duÌkhavikalpe ca balaÌ sukhabuddhim utpadayanti yathaµsad aµsaµ
bharaµ saµcarayantaÌ / tasman nasty eva sukham iti /
25
Abhidharmakosavyakhya 518.21.
26
Pek. 5594: Ñu 186b3. See Kato, Kyoryobu 190.
27
sariram artaµ parikarÒatas calaµ na casti kiµcit paramarthataÌ sukham /
sukhaµ hi duÌkhapratikarasevaya sthite ca duÌkhe tanuni vyavasyati //
28
kameÒv anaikantikata ca yasmad ato ’pi me teÒu na bhogasaµjña /
ya eva bhava hi sukhaµ disanti ta eva duÌkhaµ punar avahanti //
29
guru∞i vasaµsy aguru∞i caiva sukhaya site hy asukhaya gharme /
candraµsavas candanam eva coÒ∞e sukhaya duÌkhaya bhavanti site //
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Thick garments and fragrant aloe wood entail pleasure when it is cold,
but pain when it is hot. The rays of the moon and sandalwood entail
pleasure when it is hot, but pain when it is cold. (Buddhacarita 11.42)29
[3] That which is in fact merely the remedy for pain is felt as pleasure:
If [you] think that the objects of desire are enjoyable, [you should understand that] none of these [objects of desire] is considered to be enjoyable.
For in [this] world, things and qualities,30 such as clothes [and warmth],
should be considered to be the remedy for pain. (Buddhacarita 11.36)31
Therefore, people’s [sense-]objects are the means of the remedy for pain
and are not enjoyable things. What wise man applying the remedy [for
pain] would think that he is enjoying something enjoyable? (Buddhacarita 11.39)32
Someone [a foolish person], who is burning with bilious fever and
would consider a cold treatment to be an enjoyable thing, would imagine that the objects of desire are enjoyable things[, when in fact he is
merely] applying the remedy for pain. (Buddhacarita 11.40)33
Because the exertion by a creature for the application of the remedy for
pain, [which is] called pleasure, turns out to be the cause of bondage and
destruction, he saw that [worldly] existence is painful. (Saundarananda
17.19)34

Here again Honjo’s argument is very persuasive, and the similarities
between these verses and the theory quoted in the Kosa should be obvious.
In this case, this theory is well attested in a DarÒ†antika source, *Tattvasiddhi (chapter 78, “The Chapter on the Characteristics of Vedana,” and
30

I follow Honjo’s interpretation of dravyagu∞a (“Memyo shi” 393).
kamas tu bhoga iti yan matiÌ syad bhoga na kecit pariga∞yamanaÌ /
vastradayo dravyagu∞a hi loke duÌkhapratikara iti pradharyaÌ //
32
duÌkhapratikaranimittabhutas tasmat prajanaµ viÒaya na bhogaÌ /
asnami bhogan iti ko ’bhyupeyat prajñaÌ pratikaravidhau prav®ttaÌ //
33
yaÌ pittadahena vidahyamanaÌ sitakriyaµ bhoga iti vyavasyet /
duÌkhapratikaravidhau prav®ttaÌ kameÒu kuryat sa hi bhogasaµjñam //
34
yataÌ prasutasya ca karmayogaÌ prasajyate bandhavighatahetuÌ /
duÌkhapratikaravidhau sukhakhye tato bhavaµ duÌkham iti vyapasyat //
35
T. 1646: 281c-282c. Honjo (“Memyoshi” 393) points out that similar arguments
appear also in the Pratityasamutpadavyakhya (Pek. 5496: Chi 40a6ff). Further, Kato (Kyoryobu 191) points out that similar arguments are found in the VibhaÒa (without specifying
who claimed them; T. 1545: 402c16-29; 714c2-3) and in the PañcavastukavibhaÒa (T. 1555:
994c5-18).
36
Cintamayibhumi of the Viniscayasaµgraha∞i (Pek. 5539: Zi 220b4-221a6; T. 1579:
663b12-27), which states that from the standpoint of saµskaraduÌkhata, all vedana is
considered duÌkha. Cf. AbhidharmakosabhaÒya (329.22-330.2).
31
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chapter 79, “The Chapter on SaµskaraduÌkha”),35 but not in the Yogacarabhumi. SaµskaraduÌkhata is highly emphasized in the Yogacarabhumi,
and somewhat similar arguments are also found there,36 but a flat negation
of sukha-vedana is, as far as I can see, not found anywhere in the Yogacarabhumi. The Yogacarabhumi seems to subscribe to the traditional
tri-vedana theory,37 and Harada (“Dignaga” 109-110) suspects that this
is the reason why Vasubandhu rejects this DarÒ†antika theory in his
Kosa.
On the other hand, it is worth noting that a very similar argument is
also found in the Tso-ch’an san-mei ching, a Chinese meditation manual
compiled by Kumarajiva based on several Indian meditation manuals.
The passage in question runs as follows:
One should realize that in fact pleasant sensation cannot be recognized. How
so? Owing to clothing and food, pleasure is brought about. Excessive pleasure, however, gives rise to pain,38 because [what appears to be pleasure] is
not truly pleasure. When the pain of a wound is stopped by applying medicine (i.e., a remedy), it is called comfort. Because of a great pain, a small
pain is considered to be pleasant, but it is not real pleasure. Also, because
of an old pain, a new pain is considered to be pleasant. When one carries a
heavy load, and when one moves it from one shoulder to the other, the new
weight is felt to be pleasant,39 but it is not real, lasting pleasure. In the case
of the nature of fire, it is always hot and does not cool down even for a
moment. If these [examples] were truly pleasant, they should not become
unpleasant.
…
[Another point is that] we [merely] regard a small pain in [the face of] a larger pain as pleasant. For example, when a person is facing execution, if he
[manages to] keep his life and is [merely] whipped, he regards this [being
whipped] as pleasure.40… (T. 614: 278c12-25)41

According to the preface to this text by Kumarajiva’s disciple, Sêngjui
, preserved in the Ch’u san-tsang chi chi (T. 2145: 65a19-b20),
37
38
39
40
41

E.g., Savitarkasavicaradibhumi (208.1-7).
Cf. *Tattvasiddhi (T. 1646: 282b2-4).
Cf. *Tattvasiddhi (T. 1646: 282b20).
A very similar line is found in the *Tattvasiddhi (T. 1646: 282b6-7).
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Kumarajiva’s sources were the “teachings on the essence of meditation” (ch’an-yao
) of “various masters” (chung-chia
), such as
Vasumitra, SangharakÒa, Upagupta, Sanghasena, Parsva, AsvaghoÒa, and
Kumaralata.42 Unfortunately Sêng-jui does not specify the source of
this particular portion. Though not mentioned in his list, a relationship
with Harivarman’s *Tattvasiddhi (T. 1646: 281c16-282c22) should perhaps be considered, for the relevant portions of these two texts share
many similar elements. Since the *Tattvasiddhi was also translated by
Kumarajiva, he must have been familiar with its content. Kato (Kyoryobu 46, 52) argues that Harivarman was a disciple of Kumaralata. If so,
we might also consider the possibility that the passage in question from
the Tso-ch’an san-mei ching is derived from Kumaralata’s meditation
manual.
In any case, this theory must have been included in the “teachings on
the essence of meditation” of some master. Thus, although this theory was
not admitted into the Yogacarabhumi, it seems to have been propounded
by some of the earlier meditators.
(3) Parikalpa (Honjo, “Memyo shi” 390, supplement)
The Saundarananda (13.49-53) states as follows:
Even if a sense faculty (indriya) is directed to an object (viÒaya), as long as
no mental discrimination (manasas parikalpa) is directed there, it [i.e.,
indriya] does not adhere to it [i.e., viÒaya]. (13.49)
As fire blazes when there are firewood and wind, so the fire of klesa arises
from the object and from the discrimination. (13.50)
For a man is bound by the erroneous discrimination (abhutaparikalpa) of
an object. When he sees the same object as it is (bhutataÌ), he is liberated,
(13.51)

42
Since the incorporation of AsvaghoÒa’s and SangharakÒa’s texts into the Tso-ch’an
san-mei ching can be confirmed at the places where Sêng-jui specifies, this preface should
be considered to be a reliable one. See Matsunami, Memyo Tansei 162-168; “Yugagyoha”
131-144; Yamabe, The Sutra 78-79. It should be noted that “various masters” might
include some other masters not expressly mentioned by Sêng-jui.
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Having seen one visible thing (rupa), one person is attached [to it] (rajyate),
another is offended (praduÒyati), a third person stays neutral (madhyastha),
yet another becomes compassionate (gh®∞ayate) with regard to the same
[object]. (13.52)
Therefore, the object is not the cause of bondage or liberation. Whether there
is attachment or not depends on the type of discrimination (parikalpaviseÒa).
(13.53)43

Honjo links these verses to the following passage from the *Nyayanusara (Anusayanirdesa):
The DarÒ†antikas say as follows: Because pain and pleasure arise depending
upon discrimination, we know that the nature of objects cannot be substantially established. As is said by the Buddha in the Magandiya Sutra:44
“Lepers feel pleasant when they touch painful fire.” He also says, “A visible thing is regarded as a pleasing object by one sentient being, but not by
another.”
Also, because the [distinction between] cleanliness and dirtiness, etc. cannot be substantially established[, the nature of objects cannot be substantially
established]. This means that different types of sentient beings judge the
cleanliness and the dirtiness of the same thing differently.45 Because we
recognize that the characteristics, clean and dirty, are relative, [the distinction
between] clean objects and dirty objects cannot be substantially established.
(T. 1562: 639b4-10)46
43

nendriyaµ viÒaye tavat prav®ttam api sajjate /
yavan na manasas tatra parikalpaÌ pravartate // (13.49)
indhane sati vayau ca yatha jvalati pavakaÌ /
viÒayat parikalpac ca klesagnir jayate tatha // (13.50)
abhutaparikalpena viÒayasya hi badhyate /
tam eva viÒayaµ pasyan bhutataÌ parimucyate // (13.51)
d®Ò†vaikaµ rupam anyo hi rajyate ’nyaÌ praduÒyati /
kas cid bhavati madhyasthas tatraivanyo gh®∞ayate // (13.52)
ato na viÒayo hetur bandhaya na vimuktaye /
parikalpaviseÒe∞a saµgo bhavati va na va // (13.53)
44
For the Magandiya Sutra, see the Hsü-hsien-t’i ching
(Madhyamagama,
no. 153) T. 26: 670a-73a; the Magandiya-suttanta (Majjhima-nikaya, no.75) 1: 501-13.
45
This would mean that, for example, what is dirty for a human being can be clean for
certain animals.
46

.
It is well known that Sanghabhadra (the author of the *Nyayanusara), Yasomitra,
Sthiramati, and the Abhidharmadipa do not distinguish DarÒ†antika from Sautrantika (e.g.,
Kato Kyoryobu 68-85, Honjo “Sautrantika” 937, Tokoro 49; 62-63).
47
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Here the theory is attributed to the DarÒ†antikas.47 In this regard, we
should note that a theory very similar to Saundarananda 13.52 is mentioned as a DarÒ†antika theory in the VibhaÒa as follows:
The DarÒ†antikas say… since defiled and undefiled objects are indeterminate, one knows that objects are unreal. For example, [when] a colorfully
adorned, beautiful woman enters an assembly, upon seeing her, some give
rise to respect, others give rise to lust, yet others give rise to hatred, envy,
disgust, compassion, or equanimity. One should know that among these people, [her] children see her and give rise to respect. Those who indulge in
desire see her and give rise to lust. Enemies see her and give rise to hatred.
Those who share the same husband see her and give rise to envy. Those who
have practiced the meditation on impurity give rise to disgust. Detached
sages see her and give rise to compassion, thinking thus: “These beautiful
appearances will soon perish due to impermanence.” Arhats see her and
give rise to equanimity. Therefore, one knows that objects have no reality.
(T. 1545: 288b16-27)48

48

Further, a very similar theory appears in the *Mahaprajñaparamitasastra as well, where
it is not attributed to any particular person or group. As Yin points out, judging from the
close similarity to the DarÒ†antika theory in the VibhaÒa, this theory should probably also
be attributed to the DarÒ†antikas (Dai chido ron 52-53).

. (T. 1509:148a13-20; Lamotte, Le traité 2: 732-33)
Next, in the case of the beautiful appearance [of a woman], a lustful person sees her,
considers her to be wonderful, and is attached to her. One who practices the meditation
on impurity sees her [and thinks that she is filled with] various filthy things and that not
a single spot is clean. Fellow wives (*sapatni) see her and [are driven by] envy and hatred.
They do not want to look at her and consider [her] to be impure. A lustful man looks at
her and considers her to be pleasing. An envious person looks at her and considers her to
be unpleasant. A practitioner looks at her and attains the way. One who has completed the
way looks at her and is indifferent, as if he were looking at soil or wood. If this beautiful
appearance were really pure, the four types of people should see it as pure. If really impure,
the four types of people should all consider it as impure. Therefore, one should know that
beauty and ugliness exist in one’s mind; they are not fixed outside of the mind. One observes
emptiness in the same way.
49
Consider, for example, the famous verse 1.1 of the Madhyantavibhaga. See also
Matsunami (“Memyo saku” 127-28), who attempts to connect Saundarananda 13.41-53
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However, these verses of the Saundarananda seem to me to be also
closely linked to the Yogacara tradition. First, we should consider that the
expression (abhuta-)parikalpa ([erroneous] discrimination) is strongly
reminiscent of the Yogacara tradition.49 Second, the whole line of the
argument is quite similar to that of the Yogacara tradition, and indeed an
idea comparable to that of Saundarananda 13.52 appears in the *Mahayanasaµgrahopanibandhana (Pek. 5552: Li 276a2-3; T. 1598: 402c2627), as follows:
A mendicant, a lustful one, and a dog have three [different] concepts (vikalpana) regarding a beautiful woman’s body; namely, [they see it] as a corpse,
as a lovely woman, and as food.50

Further, here again I would like to reiterate the importance of structural
comparison. In Table 1, these verses of the Saundarananda fall in the
section on indriyasaµvara (no. 3). Then, obviously the first thing to do is
to compare them with the corresponding part of the Sravakabhumi, where
we find the following passage:
Visual consciousness (cakÒurvijñana) arises dependent on the eye (cakÒus)
and visible things (rupa∞i). Following the visual consciousness, discriminating
mental consciousness (vikalpakaµ manovijñanaµ) arises, and it is through
this discriminating mental consciousness that one clings to (saµrajyate) a

to the later trisvabhava theory. On the other hand, it is notable that the expression abhutaparikalpa seems to be missing in the Yogacarabhumi. See Schmithausen (“Zur Literaturgeschichte” 820).
We should also keep in mind that abhutaparikalpa is found in some Mahayana sutras,
e.g., Ugradattaparip®ccha (quoted in the SikÒasamuccaya 110.14-15), and Vimalakirtinirdesa (ibid. 140.20). See also Aramaki Noritoshi (“Miroku ronjo”), who emphasizes
the importance of the Jñanalokalaµkarasutra in the development of this concept.
I thank Professors Iwata Takashi and Harada Waso for their suggestions and information on some of these points.
50
Lamotte (La somme 2: 106; Le traité 2: 733) points out that the Sanskrit text of this
verse is quoted in the Sarvadarsanasaµgraha (12.7-8) as follows:
parivra†kamukasunam ekasyaµ pramadatanau /
ku∞apaÌ kamini bhakÒya iti tisro vikalpanaÌ //
The similarity with the above passage from the *Mahaprajñaparamitasastra is also
noted by Lamotte (Le traité).
51
cakÒuÌ pratitya rupa∞i cotpadyate cakÒurvijñanaµ, cakÒurvijñananantaram utpadyate
vikalpakaµ manovijñanaµ, yena vikalpakena manovijñanena priyarupeÒu rupeÒu saµrajyate / apriyarupeÒu rupeÒu vyapadyate /
This passage is found in Sravakabhumi (C) in the table.
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visible thing of attractive appearance and hates (vyapadyate) visible things
of unattractive appearance. (Shomonji Kenkyukai ed. 102.2-5)51

This passage should be compared, in particular, with Saundarananda
13.49 quoted above. These two passages express fairly similar ideas using
similar words.
In the Saundarananda, in the same section on indriyasaµvara just
prior to the aforementioned verses, there appears another noteworthy
verse:
Inevitably, here in this world, the sense faculties would function in their
respective spheres. But there [in their spheres], the primary characteristics
(nimitta) or the secondary characteristics (anuvyañjana) should not be
grasped (na grahya). (13.41)52

This verse is reminiscent of the following passage from the Sravakabhumi:
Having seen visible things with his eye, [the practitioner] does not grasp their
primary or secondary characteristics. (Shomonji Kenkyukai ed. 16.22-23)53

It should be noted that: (a) in both the Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi, grasping the nimitta and the anuvyañjana is discussed; (b) in both
texts, the emphasis is on the discriminating manas or manovijñana that
works with or after sensory perception (see Saundarananda 13.49). The
Saundarananda and the Sravakabhumi seem to be closely related on these
points.
Therefore, AsvaghoÒa, DarÒ†antika, and Yogacara seem to share the same
position on this matter. It is clear that this view is not shared by the orthodox Sarvastivada, since it is expressly rejected in the VibhaÒa (T. 1545:
288b27-c1).54

52

avasyaµ gocare sve sve vartitavyam ihendriyaiÌ /
nimittaµ tatra na grahyam anuvyañjanam eva ca //
53
sa cakÒuÒa rupani d®Ò†va na nimittagrahi bhavati, nanuvyaµjanagrahi.
This line is in Sravakabhumi (A) in Table 1. See Yamabe, Fujitani, and Harada (11,
16-17).
54
It is noteworthy that a somewhat similar theory appears in the Vibhanga††hakatha (9.2810.10; Mori 182) as a theory of the Vita∞∂avadin. Concerning the identity of the Vita∞∂avadin,
see Mori and Silk. I thank Professor Lance Consins for bringing this point to my attention.
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Provisional Conclusions
Thus far we have examined the relationship among AsvaghoÒa, Sautrantika, and Yogacara from the meditative and theoretical points of view.
Admittedly, we have only been able to discuss a few of the relevant
points, but even this limited examination has revealed that these traditions
were intricately intertwined.
On the one hand, it seems very likely that AsvaghoÒa was close to the
meditative tradition that later formed the Yogacara school. On the other
hand, AsvaghoÒa’s texts contain many points that are akin to the DarÒ†antika or Sautrantika tradition. Further, as I have mentioned, many of
these Sautrantika-like elements are also found in the Yogacarabhumi.
Considering these points, it appears that the Yogacara tradition and the
Sautrantika-like elements were almost inseparably interconnected long
before the compilation of the Yogacarabhumi.
This, however, does not mean that we can trace a single line of development from AsvaghoÒa via the Yogacarabhumi to Vasubandhu. As we have
seen, the matter is far more complex. See Table 7 in the appendix. One
point of which AsvaghoÒa approves (i.e., the denial of the existence of
real sukha) is neither found in the Yogacarabhumi nor accepted by Vasubandhu. Nevertheless, this point is attested in an early DarÒ†antika text
(*Tattvasiddhi) and a few other relevant sources. Another point AsvaghoÒa
propounds (i.e., anusaya = bija theory) is attested in the Yogacarabhumi
and is also accepted by Vasubandhu but is not (at least clearly) attested
in the early DarÒ†antika sources. The same theory is attributed to the
Vibhajyavadins in the VibhaÒa. Things are very complicated, and we need
to do much more research before we can paint a more reliable picture.
One point that seems relatively certain at this moment is that the DarÒ†antika or Sautrantika tradition was fairly closely linked to meditative traditions.55 Therefore, my (admittedly very tentative) working hypothesis
at this stage is that the critiques of the orthodox Sarvastivada theories
transmitted to us as DarÒ†antika or Sautrantika views were perhaps the

55
Cf. Yin Shun, who observes that the DarÒ†antikas emphasized the practice of meditation (Shuo i-ch’ieh you-pu 374-75).
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opinions of more practice-oriented people who found the Sarvastivada
system at times too artificial to follow. Of course, there would have been
variant opinions even among these practice-oriented people, and so it is
not surprising that scholars have noticed many different opinions within
the DarÒ†antika or Sautrantika tradition. Needless to say, at this stage this
is nothing but an untested hypothesis, and I would like to examine its
validity in my future research.
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Appendix
Table 1. Prerequisites to Meditation
Cf. Mahassapura-sutta; Cu¬ahatthipadopama-sutta, Samaññaphala-sutta.1
Saundarananda

*Tattvasiddhi
(T. 1646)

1. sraddha
(12.30-43)
dharmacchanda
(12.31a)

2. sila
(13.10-29)

(351a23-b29)

Sravakabhumi (A)
Sravakabhumi (C)
(Shomonji Ken(Shomonji Kenkyukai ed.)
kyukai ed.)
(T. 1579)
(T. 1579)
atmasampad
atmasaµpad (62.8)
(10.2-12.11)
(402a19)
(396b15-c9)
parasampad
parasaµpad (62.8)
(12.13-16.2)
(402a19)
(396c9-397a7)
kusalo dharmacchandaÌ kusalo dharmacchandaÌ
(16.4-11)
(62.8)
(397a7-14)
(402a19)
Cf. sraddha (16.5)
(397a9)
pravrajya (16.13-15)
(397a14-16)
silasaµvara (16.17-19)
silasaµvara
(397a16-19)
(62.11-98.19)
(402a21-406b10)

(351b29-c20)
3. indriyasaµvara (13.30-56)
4. bhojane
matrajñaÌ
(14.1-19)
5. purvaµ yamaµ
triyamayaÌ
prayoge∞atinamya…
(14.20-34)
6. saµprajanan…
sm®tim adhatum
(14.35-45)
7. kayasya/
manaso vivekaÌ
(14.46-52)

(361c21-26)

(351c26-352a8)

(352a18-28)

indriyasaµvara
(16.21-18.6)
(297a19-b1)
bhojane matrajñata
(18.8-13)
(397b1-7)
purvaratrapararatraµ
jagarikanuyogaÌ
(18.15-20.2)
(397b7-16)
saµprajanadviharita
(20.4-8)
(397b16-22)
pravivekya (20.10-13)
(397b22-26)

indriyasaµvara
(100.2-114.24)
(406b20-408a14)
bhojane matrajñata
(116.2-148.7)
(408a14-411b22)
purvaratrapararatraµ
jagarikanuyuktata
(150.2-170.17)
(411b8-413c29)
saµprajanadviharita
(172.2-210.8)
(413c29-417a17)
pravivekyantaraya
(248.7-250.7)
(420a15-420b5)
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Table 2. Abandoning the Six Vitarkas
Cf. Anguttara-nikaya, no. 3.100; Saµyuktagama, no. 1246
Saundarananda
Tso-ch’an san-mei
ching2 (T. 614)
8. vitarkapraha∞a
(15.1-69)

*Tattvasiddhi
(T. 1646)

Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)
vitarka (399.4)

Bodhisattvabhumi
(Wogihara ed.)
(T. 1579)

(352b1-353a22)
(457b11-12)

(273a12ff.)
8.1. kama (15.3-11)
(273b8-12)

8.2. vyapada,
vihiµsa (15.12-17)
(273b22-c3)
8.3. akusala
(15.18-29)
(273c4-8)
8.4. jñatijana
(15.30-41)
(274a5-20)
8.5. janapada
(15.42-51)
(274b3-15)
8.6. amara∞a
(15.52-63)
(274b19-c3)
8.7. pratipakÒa
(15.64-69)
(273a13, a27-b2)

(352b5-7)

kamavitarkadayaÌ
(399.4-5)
(457b12)
[vyapada, vihiµsa]3

(352b7-9)

(352b16-c1)

(352c2-13)

(352c13-353a5)

jñati[-vitarka]
(400.4)
(457b27)
janapada[-vitarka]
(400.4)
(457b27)
amaravitarka (400.4)
(457b27)

kamavitarka
(145.12)
(512c17)
vyapada, vihiµsa
(145.14)
(512c18)

jñati (145.14)
(512c19)
janapada (145.14)
(512c19)
amara (145.14)
(512c19)

pratipakÒa (400.15)
(457c6-7)

Table 3. Exposition of the Four Noble Truths
Saundarananda

Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)

9. aryasatyavyakhyana (16.1-98)
9.1. aryasatya (16.1-48)

(251.14-253.1)
(424c10-17)
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Table 4. Timely Practice
Cf. Anguttara-nikaya, no. 3.100; Saµyuktagama, no. 1247
Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)

Saundarananda
Tso-ch’an san-mei ching (T. 614)
9.2. kala and abhyupaya of yoga
(16.49-67)
(285c1ff.)

kalaprayogata (391.9?4-394.1)
(456a9-b14)

9.2.1. uddhanyamane: samaya nimittam
(16.53-54)
(285c9-12)

uddhate citte uddhatatvabhisaµkini:
samathanimitta (391.18-392.19)
(456a16-b4)

9.2.2. liyamane: pragrahakaµ nimittam
(16.55-56)
(285c13-16)

linaµ cittaµ linatvabhisaµkini:
pragrahanimitta (392.20-393.5)
(456b4-8)

9.2.3. samyam gate: aupekÒikaµ
nimittam (16.57-58)
(285c17-20)

samathavipasyanapakÒalayauddhatyavinirmukte cetasi: upekÒanimitta
(393.6-394.1)
(456b8-11)

Table 5. Practice Suitable for One’s Temperament
Cf. Mahaniddesa 2: 239, etc.
Yogacarabhumi of
SangharakÒa
(T. 606)

Saundarananda
Tso-ch’an san-mei ching
(T. 614)

Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)
anurupe alambane cittam
upanibadhnati (198.15)
anurupaprayogata (389.14)
(428a11)
(455b27-28)

(191c17-20)

9.2.4. raga: asubha
(16.59-60)
(285c21-24)

(191c20-192a18)

9.2.5. vyapada: maitri
(16.61-62)
(285c25-28)

ragacarita (198.13; 207.2;
389.14): asubha (198.14;
202.6; 389.4-5)
(428a11-12; 429c1;
455b28):
(428a12;
428c20; 455b28)
dveÒacarita (198.15; 209.14;
389.15): maitri (198.16;
207.7; 389.15)
(428a13; 429c25;
455b29):
(428a13; 429c3;
455b29)
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Yogacarabhumi of
SangharakÒa
(T. 606)
(192a19-25)

Saundarananda
Tso-ch’an san-mei ching
(T. 614)

Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)

9.2.6. moha: idaµpratyaya- mohacarita (198.16; 210.9-10):
ta (16.63-64)
idaµpratyayatapratityasa
mutpada (198.16; 210.3)
(428a14; 430a11; 455b29):
(285c29-286a3)
(
)
(428a14; 430a7;
455b29-c1)
manacarita (198.17; 218.9):
*dhatuprabheda (198.17; 211.1)
(428a15; 430c1;
455c1-2):
(428a15;
430a14; 455c1-2)

(192b1-14)

vitarkacarita (198.18; 236.15;
389.16): anapanasm®ti (198.18;
219.1; 389.16)
(428a16; 433b24;
455c2):
(428a16;
430c5; 455c2-3)

(192a26-29)

9.2.7. Concluding remarks
about kala and abhyupaya
(16.65-67)
(286a4-9)
9.3. Concluding remarks
about abandoning the
vitarkas (16.68-85)
(286a10-11)
9.4. virya (16.86-98)

Table 6. Attainment of Arhatship
*Yogacarabhumi of
SangharakÒa
(T. 606)
(217a3-223a14)
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Saundarananda

Sravakabhumi
(Shukla ed.)
(T. 1579)

10. am®tadhigama
(17.1-73)

(437.16-508.4)
(465b15-477a13)
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Table 7
Points

Saundarananda

VibhaÒa
(T. 1545)

*Tattvasiddhi
(T. 1646)

anusaya
= bija

15.5-6

“Vibhajyavadin”
313a1-4

—
(?)

402c16-29;
714c2-3
(without
specification
of the
proponent)

282b-c

“DarÒ†antika”
288b16-27

—

denial of the 9.40, 17.19
existence of Buddhacarita
a real sukha
11.36-42

parikalpa

13.49-53

Yogacarabhumi

AbhidharmakosabhaÒya,
etc.

Savitarka- “Sautrantika”
savicaradi278.18-24
bhumiViniscaya
Pek. 5539:
Zi 118b1-3.
—

“Srilata”
330.10-22

Sravakabhumi “DarÒ†antika”
Shomonji (Nyayanusara)
Kenkyukai ed. T. 1562:
102.2-5, etc.
639b4-10

1
I thank Professor Miyashita Seiki for drawing my attention to the Samaññaphala-sutta.
Tables 1-6 show the correspondences among the Saundarananda, Sravakabhumi, and other
relevant texts. In these tables, when the breaks of the relevant sections are clear, I refer
to the beginning and the end of each section. Otherwise, I refer to the line where each key
word appears. In this respect, these tables are not entirely consistent. I omit minor annotations to the following tables. For more detailed annotations, the reader is referred to
Yamabe, Fujitani, Harada (“Memyo” 44-65).
2
Since this portion of the Saundarananda is incorporated into the Tso-ch’an san-mei
ching, I also show the corresponding portions of that text in this table, as well as in Tables
4 and 5. However, it should be noted that not all the verses in the respective sections are
incorporated into the Tso-ch’an san-mei ching. For more details, see Matsunami (“Yugagyoha” 131-44).
3
Vyapada and vihiµsa are not mentioned here. However, comparisons with the list in
the Bodhisattvabhumi shown in the right-most column and with similar lists elsewhere in
the Yogacarabhumi confirm that kamavitarkadayaÌ implies vyapada and vihiµsa.
4
The expression, “kalaprayogata,” is missing here, but it is attested at the concluding line of this section (394.1).
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